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Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden Letters by John Steinbeck is a work of nonfiction and covers each of Steinbeck's
working days while writing his novel, East of Eden in I found reading Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden Letters by
John Steinbeck to be very insightful with regards to his inner thoughts while writing East of Eden as.

Throughout her childhood, she pointedly causes harm to anyone who holds a relationship with her. At a young
age, she learns to mimic emotions she is incapable of feeling and con people into giving her what she wants.
She attempts to run away once, at 16, to Boston , but her father tracks her down and reluctantly whips her as
punishment. Afterwards she is a model student, and even certifies to become a school teacher. Consequently,
her parents trust her enough to give her the combination to the family safe. Soon afterward, she robs the safe
and burns down her family home while her parents are trapped inside, killing them. She then runs away from
her hometown and entrances a whoremaster named Mr. The two become lovers for a time, until Edwards
begins to suspect that she is being dishonest with him. Finally fed up, Mr. Edwards gives her a savage beating
and leaves her to die. That night, Cathy is rescued by Adam Trask and his brother Charles. As Adam nurses
Cathy back to health, he succumbs to her beauty and resolves to marry her. Cathy accepts his proposal in order
to gain protection from Mr. Charles sees through her and tries to warn his lovestruck brother, who refuses to
listen. Part one ends with Cathy drugging Adam into a deep sleep and then having sex with Charles. Part 2[
edit ] After moving to California with Adam, Cathy becomes pregnant the novel is ambiguous as to whether
by Charles or Adam and in turn attempts a primitive abortion on herself with a knitting needle. She fails,
however, and decides to carry on with the pregnancy. Though she warns Adam that she plans to leave as soon
as she is able, he brushes this off as homesickness. She leaves her family a few weeks after giving birth to twin
sons, and shoots Adam in the shoulder when he tries to stop her. Cathy then changes her name to Kate Albey
and joins a whorehouse. She endears herself to the kindhearted madame, Faye, who eventually makes her new
charge the main beneficiary in her will. Kate begins secretly poisoning Faye, and finally kills her by
overdosing her on pain medication. She then assumes full ownership of the whorehouse, which she turns into
a den of sexual sadism. She reveals her motives for the first time, admitting that, from a young age, she took
pleasure in using people: She is confused as to why Adam would show her any kindness, and refuses to
believe in the sincerity of his actions. Adam finally sees Kate for what she is, and pities her, telling her: Cal
leaves, telling Kate that she is simply afraid. She covers up the truth by framing her employees Joe and Ethel,
the only people who know what really happened. At this point, she loses the will to live, especially when she
is visited by her second son Aron, who is disgusted by her. Literary critic Sarah Aguiar notes that this incident
causes Kate to feel remorse for the first time. She then commits suicide by taking a lethal dose of morphine.
Pandora[ edit ] Cathy also takes on the Pandora persona from classic Greek mythology. The story goes that
Zeus gave Pandora a box and commanded her not to open it. She ultimately disobeys and when she opens the
box, she sets loose evil into the world. Her method of controlling her environment comes in the form of
paranoia, which is manifested by her desire to manipulate men sexually.
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Steinbeck wrote the journal on the left-hand pages of a notebook and the novel (East of Eden) on the right-hand pages.
The journal, written as a letter to his editor, was his warm-up for the day. The journal, written as a letter to his editor, was
his warm-up for the day.

There is so much insight into what I consider the most brilliant work of fiction ever crafted. Journal of Novel
makes it clear that he was. And for that, I love this man. After all, Journal of a Novel is a series of letters
written to a friend and editor. Steinbeck repeatedly says things like "I have to go use the toilet now. The diary
was written to his editor Pascal Covici and has an entry for each working day on the novel. Steinbeck followed
a Mon-Fri routine and only broke it to write a short story on one weekend. The daily diary entry was a
warm-up to th Only someone of the stature of John Steinbeck, flying in the fame of his seminal, Pulitzer Prize
winning novel, Grapes of Wrath, could have pulled off publishing a diary maintained through the months he
wrote his longest and in his eyes best book, East of Eden. Here was a writer immersed, excited and engaged
with his work, a multi-generational fictional history based on his family who lived in the Salinas Valley,
California. On some days he procrastinated, on other days he was depressed, at other times he was joyous and
blowing his own horn that this was the greatest book he had ever written and that everything before had been
merely practiceâ€”I would disagree with that. During the writing of East of Eden, he moves with his family
from New York to Nantucket, Massachusetts for a summer vacation, working all the while, as his third wife,
Elaine, organizes the family logistics, giving him the time and freedom to work uninterrupted. Steinbeck is the
quintessential craftsman, and when he is not crafting his blockbuster of a novel, he is making furniture around
the house and redesigning his kitchen. And Steinbeck sharpens his pencils daily and runs through dozens of
them before the book is finished. Steinbeck comes across as a needy, manic-depressive, constantly in need of
validation, given to sudden bouts of binge drinking and worrying about his equally troubled son, Tom. His
health could also have been compromised due to wounds suffered when he was a correspondent during WWII.
He is constantly selling the merits of the book as if he is worried that it will be rejected or severely edited.
Midway through the novel his health starts to suffer, with sleepless nights, eye trouble, nervous fits,
depression and an overwhelming desire to play hooky at the first opportunity. On the social side, however, he
is well connected to the literati and artists of the day who drop in on him regularly. Given that this diary is
published in its entirety, there is a great deal of repetition and we feel that we are standing in one place, while
the novel grows at a fast clip. In it, he features a conversation between the publisher, editor, proof-reader,
reader and writer, and we see the different viewpoints held by these stakeholders that make a book priceless in
its attempt to synthesize such diverse expectations.
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Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden Letters by John Steinbeck Each working day from January 29 to November 1, ,
John Steinbeck warmed up to the work of writing East of Eden with a letter to the late Pascal Covici, his friend and editor
at The Viking Press.

But to get to these elements you have to sift through a lot of mundane material, such as his daily family issues,
his mood each day, daily chores apart from writing, and so forth. I enjoyed every word. Steinbeck was
certainly and interesting man. This book gives us an inside look at how he worked. Myself, not so much a
plot-driven devotee, but Steinbeck clearly had a plan and he carried it out to perfection. I admire him for that
and respect his process. My grandpa was an Okie who family ventured to California before the Great
Depression fully struck, and was subject to a great deal of prejudice. Steinbeck stood up for the Okies and
Arkies in a way that few did; for that, I am thankful. My memory of the book is sketchy, but even so, it was
fascinating to read about the process behind the book. It must contain all in the world I know and it must have
everything in it of which I am capable--all styles, all technique, all poetry--and it must have in it a great deal of
laughter. To me, it felt exactly like a modern author blog. He discusses the struggles in the daily writing--his
hopes for the character development, the fact that his hand is callused from the pencil, his inability to write at
all that day, the one time his beloved pencil sharpener actually started belching sparks and smoke--with other
daily comments like a diary. He talks about going to plays and parties, his stepdaughter and young sons, and
how he often needs to withdraw in order to write. I noted dozens of inspirational quotes to type up and keep
for my own future reference. This is one of those writing books that most writers should read or keep handy,
just to keep things in perspective. The letters were written on the left-hand pages of the large notebook in
which Steinbeck wrote - by hand, in pencil - the novel which meant most to him. Steinbeck told Covici that
writing the letters was his way of "getting [his] mental arm in shape to pitch a good game". They describe
what he intended to achieve on the day in question. They refer to his personal circumstances, in particular to
his love for his third wife Elaine and his concerns regarding his young sons. As is fitting for a writer who was
skilled at describing people and their environment, Steinbeck had insight into his thought processes and
emotions. He unflinchingly described his bouts of depression and self-doubt, his periods of manic activity, the
days when everything went well and the days when he had difficulty motivating himself to work. While there
is some repetition in the letters - there were days which were a lot like other days - the work is also full of
insights into how Steinbeck felt, not just about the book, but about writing. For example, on 3 September he
wrote: Writing is a very silly business at best. There is a certain ridiculousness about putting down a picture of
life. And to add to the joke - one must withdraw from life in order to set down that picture. Having gone
through all this nonsense, what emerges may well be the palest of reflections And the greatest foolishness of
all lies in the fact that to do it at all, the writer must believe that what he is doing is the most important thing in
the world. And he must hold to this illusion even when he knows it is not true. If he does not, the work is not
worth even what it might otherwise have been. Steinbeck was not fond of professional literary critics, but he
was aware that he could not control how readers would react to East of Eden, the novel which meant more to
him that anything else he had written. On 10 October , three weeks before he finished the manuscript, he
wrote: In a short time [it] will be done and it will not be mine any more. Other people will take it over and
own it and it will drift away from me as though I had never been a part of it. I dread that time because one can
never pull back. I wish I had read this book around the same time as I listened to the audiobook of East of
Eden last year, so that the details of the novel were clearer in my head. As I read, I occasionally re-read
particular chapters of the novel in order to refresh my memory. However, I know that reading the novel and
this book in conjunction with each other would have enriched my experience of both works. That said, I very
much enjoyed the book. There is so much insight into what I consider the most brilliant work of fiction ever
crafted. Journal of Novel makes it clear that he was. And for that, I love this man. After all, Journal of a Novel
is a series of letters written to a friend and editor. Steinbeck repeatedly says things like "I have to go use the
toilet now.
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Each working day from January 29 to November 1, , John Steinbeck warmed up to the work of writing East of Eden with
a letter to the late Pascal Covici, his friend and editor at The Viking Press.

I have decided for this, my book, East of Eden, to write dedication, prologue, argument, apology, epilogue and
perhaps epitaph all in one. The dedication is to you with all the admiration and affection that have been
distilled from our singularly blessed association of many years. This book is inscribed to you because you
have been part of its birth and growth. But a prologue is also a note of farewell from the writer to his book.
For years the writer and his book have been togetherâ€”friends or bitter enemies but very close as only love
and fighting can accomplish. Then suddenly the book is done. It is a kind of death. This is the requiem. Miguel
Cervantes invented the modem novel and with his Don Quixote set a mark high and bright. In his prologue, he
said best what writers feelâ€”the gladness and the terror. Although some times I have felt that I held fire in my
hands and spread a page with shiningâ€”I have never lost the weight of clumsiness, of ignorance, of aching
inability. A book is like a manâ€”clever and dull, brave and cowardly, beautiful and ugly. For every flowering
thought there will be a page like a wet and mangy mongrel, and for every looping flight a tap on the wing and
a reminder that wax cannot hold the feathers firm too near the sun. Wellâ€”then the book is done. It has no
virtue any more. The writer wants to cry outâ€”"Bring it back! Let me rewrite it or betterâ€”Let me burn it. It
goes first to the lionsâ€”editors, publishers, critics, copy readers, sales department. It is kicked and slashed and
gouged. And its bloodied father stands attorney. The reader expects one thing and you give him something
else. You have written two books and stuck them together. The reader will not understand. I have written
about one family and used stories about another family asâ€”well, as counterpoint, as rest, as contrast in pace
and color. What you call counterpoint only slows the book. Perhaps I was wrong. The grammar has no relation
to English. On page so-and-so you have a man look in the World Almanac for steamship rates. You describe
Liza Hamilton one way and then have her act a different way. You make Sam Hamilton too white. No
Irishman ever talked like that.
5: Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden Letters by John Steinbeck
The following is a blurb about Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden Letters by John Steinbeck from Amazon: Each
working day from January 29 to November 1, , John Steinbeck warmed up to the work of writing East of Eden with a
letter to the late Pascal Covici, his friend and editor at The Viking Press.

6: Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden Letters by John Steinbeck | LibraryThing
Journal of a Novel The East of Eden Letters by John Steinbeck available in Trade Paperback on
www.enganchecubano.com, also read synopsis and reviews. Each working day from January 29 to November 1, , John
Steinbeck warmed up to the work of.

7: East of Eden | Steinbeck in the Schools | San Jose State University
John Steinbeck's Journal of a Novel, published posthumously, consists of journal entries written in to his close friend and
editor, Pascal Covici, as Steinbeck was writing his epic saga East of Eden.

8: Cathy Ames - Wikipedia
Get this from a library! Journal of a novel; the East of Eden letters.. [John Steinbeck] -- "Each working day from January
29 to November 1, , John Steinbeck warmed up to the work of writing East of Eden with a letter to the late Pascal Covici,
his friend and editor at The Viking Press.
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9: Letters of Note: A book is like a man
Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden Letters is a series of letters written by John Steinbeck to his friend and editor
Pascal Covici, in parallel with the first draft of his longest novel, East of Eden. The letters were written between January,
October 31,
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